
SecureVue®
Detects Cyber-Attacks Before They Impact Your Business

Provides Situational Awareness to Proactively Address Enterprise Threats

Ensures Quick and Easy Compliance Reporting and Documentation

SecureVue®



PROBLEM:
New Attacks, More Risk, Less Money, Fewer Resources

As cyber attacks get more sophisticated keeping up is an overwhelming 
task.  New security threats, coupled with increased regulations and fines 
for non-compliance with major regulations and standards make the need 
 to ensure that your enterprise is both secure and compliant even more 
 important.  Unfortunately, most IT security, operations, and compliance 
organizations find their budgets being cut – like everyone else, the  
requirement is to do more with less.

The only way to fill this resource gap is via intelligent automation.  
Ensuring that your network stays up, your data remains secure, and you 
 will pass your next audit requires an automated approach for security  
and compliance.
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SecureVue records, monitors and correlates 
(with a single data model) the widest range of 

 relevant information of any vendor in the 
 market. This means that you can Analyze 

breaches or attacks from a single viewpoint 
 rather than having to use multiple tools.

– Bloor Research 2009 Report

SOLUTION:
Situational Awareness and Risk 
Management Across the Entire Enterprise

Traditional security information and event management (SIEM)  
offerings leave organizations blind to attacks that shut logging off  
and involve configuration changes to critical devices. SecureVue  
addresses this limitation by collecting a full range of security data  
from across your enterprise, including configuration and asset data,  
vulnerability data, network flow data and performance data.

With SecureVue you gain awareness into activity across the IT  
 infrastructure to ensure real-time identification, prioritization,  
and response to policy breaches, cyber attacks and insider threats.
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HOW:
By offering the industry’s ONLY unified data management and  
correlation engine SecureVue delivers:

LOG MANAGEMENT� 
automatically collect and correlate event data from any device, host  
and application to generate actionable alerts. Meet compliance  
mandates requiring log aggregation and analysis.

CONFIGURAT�ION ANALYSIS  
detects configuration changes and presents current and historical  
configuration snapshots detailing changes and trends to identify  
policy violations.

ASSET� ANALYSIS  
centralizes archiving, tracking and management of hardware and  
software. Identifies unauthorized software installations to detect  
malware outbreaks. 

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS  
monitors, collects and analyzes current and historical performance data 
to proactively pinpoint potential bottlenecks and device problems.

VULNERABILIT�Y ANALYSIS  
monitor and alert on known vulnerabilities to reduce false positives  
and apply context to emerging attacks.

NET�WORK FLOW ANALYSIS 
monitor current and historical network performance and alert  
on anomalous network traffic to pinpoint outbreaks.
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HOW SECUREVUE CAN HELP YOU:
COMPLIANCE & AUDIT�   
By automating the key aspects of compliance such as monitoring system configuration standards  
requirements and reporting on security controls, SecureVue greatly reduces the effort required to attest to 
compliance for major regulations, standards, and best practices such as PCI DSS, SOX, HIPAA, FISMA, NERC  
CIP, NIST800-53, COBIT, ISO27002, and many others.  SecureVue automatically monitors and maps detailed 
event, configuration, asset and vulnerability data to corresponding sections in the underlying compliance 
policy, and even supports manual attestation of process controls associated with compliance – giving  
compliance and audit professionals a complete picture of compliance across the enterprise. SECUREVUE:  
THE BROADEST RANGE OF SECURITY DATA IN ONE PLATFORM.

INFORMAT�ION SECURIT�Y 
SecureVue provides automation of key information security tasks, including correlation, monitoring,  
alerting, visualization, and forensics, across a complete range of security data including logs, system asset 
and configuration data, performance metrics, vulnerability information, and network flows. SecureVue gives 
security professionals – for the first time – situational awareness by consolidating data from many existing 
tools and providing a single view into their enterprise security posture.

IT� OPERAT�IONS 
 SecureVue provides a broad range of critical services to IT operations management teams, including  
configuration auditing, as well as asset and performance monitoring. Servers, workstations, and even  
network devices such as routers and firewalls can be automatically compared to standard configuration 
benchmarks, such as Center for Internet Security (CIS) standards, DISA STIGs, or even internal standards.   
System performance and events can be monitored to quickly pinpoint potential attacks or other issues  
impacting availability.

NET�WORK OPERAT�IONS 
 SecureVue’s network behavioral analysis (NBA) capabilities provide network operations personnel with  
the ability to understand the characteristics of data flowing across the enterprise network, and more 
 importantly, identify if new or unusual network traffic patterns emerge – telltale signs of a potential  
attack or data breach.
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LOG DATA IS NOT ENOUGH:
LOG DAT�A  
SecureVue supports the collection of log data through both “push” protocols (in which SecureVue receives 
data automatically without request), as well as interactive “pull” protocols (in which SecureVue specifi-
cally requests event data).  SecureVue supports the industry-standard syslog service for “push”, along with 
products such as Snare for Windows that emulate Syslog-like services.  Pull protocols include a broad range 
of vendor APIs, including the Windows Event Log API, WMI, CPMI (Checkpoint), RDEP, SDEE, ODBC, SFTP, and 
many others.

CONFIGURAT�ION DAT�A 
SecureVue supports collection of configuration data from both hosts and network devices.  Configuration 
data includes (but is not limited to): Windows registry settings; UNIX/Linux configuration file settings; cur-
rent running configurations from routers/switches/VPNs and other infrastructure devices; and operating 
system settings. As opposed to parsing a syslog stream to collect configuration data – which is the inherently 
unreliable model used by traditional SIEM products – SecureVue directly polls hosts and devices using “pull” 
protocols to collect complete, current configuration data – all without the use of an agent.

ASSET� DAT�A 
SecureVue supports the collection of asset data from both hosts and network devices.  Asset data includes 
(but is not limited to): installed applications and packages on Windows, UNIX/Linux, and other hosts; run-
ning services/daemons, including their startup state; users and groups on both local systems and centralized 
directories (e.g., Active Directory, LDAP); and hardware configurations, including CPU, local disk storage, 
network interfaces, and local devices such as USB/FireWire ports.  SecureVue performs asset discovery and 
information collection independently, without the need to rely on a CMDB or other third-party repository.
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VULNERABILIT�Y DAT�A 
SecureVue supports the collection of vulnerability data from well-known vulnerability scanners, including: 
Nessus; Qualys; Retina; Foundstone; ISS; and Harris STAT.  SecureVue captures the complete output of data 
from each vulnerability scanner, including host information, vulnerability severity, and vulnerability descrip-
tion. For some vulnerability scanners, SecureVue can actually initiate vulnerability scans directly from within 
the SecureVue interface based on either alerts, or ad hoc scanning needs.

PERFORMANCE DAT�A 
 SecureVue supports the collection of performance data both from proprietary APIs such as WMI and ADSI, as 
well as SNMP v1, v2, and v3 MIBs and traps.  Performance data includes (but is not limited to): CPU utiliza-
tion; network interface utilization and performance statistics; and operating system metrics.  In addition to 
supporting a broad range of SNMP MIBs out-of-box, customers can define custom MIBs for collection via a 
graphical MIB query tool.

NET�WORK FLOW DAT�A 
 SecureVue supports the collection of network flow data via a broad range of standard protocols, including 
C-Flow, J-Flow, S-Flow, and NetFlow, which are standard on a broad range of enterprise infrastructure devices 
including routers, switches, VPNs, and other equipment.
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DAT�A ST�ORAGE 
 SecureVue stores raw log data to support forensic and legal requirements, as well as normalized data.  Data 
within SecureVue’s proprietary, high-performance database is compressed to an average 15:1 ratio or higher. 
Log data can be stored and archived on any type of storage device, including local hard drives, SAN, NAS or 
other file storage infrastructure.  Data integrity is maintained using AES 192-encryption.  SecureVue has been 
certified as NIST FIPS-140-2 compliant and is undergoing NIAP EAL 4+ certification.

CORE SERVICES:
REAL-T�IME MONIT�ORING & ALERT�ING  
SecureVue ships with over 250 correlation policy templates to accelerate time to value and start detecting 
and resolving security incidents immediately. By automatically correlating data and centralizing configura-
tion audit across the enterprise, SecureVue provides real-time monitoring and alerts on policy violations, 
non-standard processes, rogue applications, potential financial fraud, identity theft and cyber-attacks.
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SECURIT�Y & COMPLIANCE MET�RICS-BASED REPORT�ING 
Providing over 1,500 security and compliance metrics-based reports, SecureVue lets you quickly gain  
visibility into infrastructure activity across lines of business, locations and applications. These reports—
viewable from a secure portal or exported in HTML, PDF and other formats—provide extensive drilldown 
capabilities that allow you to quickly go from big-picture summary data to specific security, risk and audit 
management details. 

HIGH-PERFORMANCE, SCALABLE PROCESSING 
Supporting standalone and distributed architectures, SecureVue scales to collect all data from network  
devices, systems and applications. With the capacity to process over 15,000+ events per second in a  
standalone deployment and more than 100,000+ events per second across multiple hosts, SecureVue  
delivers optimal performance to meet the requirements of even the most demanding enterprise,  
government and managed security service provider (MSSP) customers. 

SINGLE SECURIT�Y & COMPLIANCE CONSOLE 
 SecureVue provides an enterprise-wide view of security and compliance status from a single console. Data 
from multiple silos can be correlated and evaluated in a consolidated presentation using eIQ’s innovative 
QuickVue window. QuickVue enables users to easily drill into information to speed incident identification  
and provide root cause analysis, fostering collaboration between NOC and SOC teams. 
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AT�-A-GLANCE VIEW WIT�H ROLE-BASED ACCESS 
 Shipping with over 50 dashboards supporting integrated role-based access, SecureVue segregates and  
customizes data to support job-specific views, analysis and reporting. While executives may desire to  
view high-level summary reports, IT professionals can easily drill into more complex monitoring,  
alerting, reporting and forensics detail.  This role-based approach to security ensures that SecureVue  
provides the appropriate separation of duties mandated by many regulations, best practices, and  
information security standards. 

INCIDENT� PLAYBACK  
Incident Playback allows you to quickly filter through thousands of events to graphically identify the root 
cause and patterns related to security incidents. With support for millions of nodes, SecureVue’s extensive 
drilldown capabilities help you zero in on critical breaches and violations to speed discovery and remediation 
while ensuring regulatory requirements are being met. 

INVEST�IGAT�ION FORENSICS ANALYSIS 
SecureVue provides an easy-to-use search engine that allows you to quickly sort through volumes of archived 
log, vulnerability, configuration, asset and network flow data. Forensics analysis helps users isolate attack 
vectors, investigate security breaches and put appropriate defenses in place by detecting anomalies, identify-
ing policy violations and displaying a chronological order of malicious activity. 
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SecureVue® Ensures
NO DATA Is Left Behind

There’s no reason to wait. Test drive SecureVue right now.  
Call 877-564-7787 or visit www.eIQnetworks.com to see  
how SecureVue can simplify management, boost efficiency  
and enable easy audit reporting.
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